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ORCA® 828 Hypalon grade fabric tubes
Dual navigation lights
Built-in towing eyes and lifting points
Raised edge cushion
High tensile chromated & power coated
Pressure relief valves
Built-in fuel tankBuilt-in fuel tank

High strength reinforced aluminium Hull
Full floor non-skid anti-slip deck
Full length rubber keel guard
Polished Aluminium Transom plate 
Oversized soft handles
Push 2-stage inflation valves
Tight-fit oars holder designTight-fit oars holder design

The Blue water range is designed with harsh 
conditions in mind. Integrated fuel tank, non-slip 
deck and a 20° dead rise let you take on even 
the roughest conditions confidently. With the 
impermeable qualities of  our aluminum hulls, 
there’s no need to worry about gel coat chips, 
or putting the boat on a beach or a trailer. 
AluminiuAluminium won’t delaminate over time, retaining 
its agile performance and weighing the same in 
10 years’ time as the day you towed it away from 
the showroom 
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pleasure of BOATING

STANDARD FEATURES :
INFLATABLES

SERIES

sKIp



ROLL BAR

INTERIOR  NAV LIGHT

FUEL TANK
sKIP is an old Norwegian word meaning “Little Ship”, 
ourour tenders are overbuilt, tough, reliable and most 
importantly sea-kindly. Each Skip Inflatable boat is 
designed and build with the best material available. The 
construction methods used in military and commercial 
vessels have been used to produce the very finest 
recreational tenders available. Our RIBs are designed and 
built for extended cruises, live-aboard and high use 
applications.applications. All SKIP boats have a 10 year fabric warranty 
and a 5 year warranty on all Aluminium hulls. . 
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our full assurance

The tubes are made with 5-ply Chloro-
sulfonated Polyethylene (CSM) 
ORCA® HYPALON 828 manufactured 
by Pennel & Flipo™. This fabric is used 
by professional and military grade 
boats and is so superior we guarantee 
it with a ten (10) year warranty.

ORCA HYPALON TUBE
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